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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES

Cami McLaren
Cami coaches executives and other professionals to reach
their personal next level. She facilitates trainings on a variety
of soft skills and is the head trainer for the Transformative
Coaching Essentials coach training program. Bringing her
background as a lawyer, a lifelong entrepreneur and her innate
sense of humor, she is an engaging presenter and facilitator.
The McLaren Coaching objective is to assist professionals
in achieving excellence and growth in their businesses
and lives. We work with individuals and organizations to
improve communication, time management, productivity
and ultimately bring greater results. We also provide a coach
training program designed to produce first rate Professional
Coaches. Our coaches go on to have their own coaching
practices or to use the coaching skills in their organizations,
often in management roles as “Coach-Style Leaders.” McLaren
Coaching offers classes to the public and within law firms.
We offer in-house training for management and staff alike
teaching communication, time management skills, productivity
and a collaborative approach to company success.
Intention: The Difference between Mayhem and Magic
The difference between mayhem and magic is CLEAR
INTENTION. We will cover 3 points: (1) the meaning of
“clear intention”; (2) why clear intention creates results; and
(3) a tool participants can use to set intention in shaping
their day, their meeting, their year — anywhere that they
need to organize energies and create a specific result.
Clear intention is a powerful tool in any circumstance. This
is particularly noticeable in the virtual environment, where
people can be more easily distracted and fatigued, and
have more difficulty getting results. With clear intention,
participants have an easily accessible tool to keep
themselves (and/or their employees) on track.
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